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ABSTRACT

Anew-improved algorithmic Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter architecture which is capable of
resolving 1bit-per-clock cycle is investigated. Many analog circuit design techniques are incorporated
into the design of the proposed A/D converter so that non-idealities from operational amplifier(op-amp),
CMOS switches, comparators, and others can be canceled or reduced. An 8-bit 125Khz Ay© converter pro-
totype based on the proposed architecture was designed and laid-out ma3-um, CMOS process and fabri
cated through MOSIS.

Tte prototype is expected to have 0.24 LSB ofdifferential nonlinearity and 0.3 LSB ofintegral
linearity errors. The total area of the prototype including analog and digital circuit consumes around 5082
mils2

non-
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Over the las. decade, the level of integration in aVLSI chip has risen tremendously. Many circuit
destgners try to integrate multiple functions onto asingte chip. These functions can be all digital, all ana
log, or mixed analog-digital circufc. An example ofamixed analog-digita. circuit integrated onto asingle
ctap «an analog-digital signal processing chip. One common analog block on mis chip is the Analog-to-
WA/D) converter. Acommon A/D convener architecture used in these applications is the algo-
*hmic approachtUAfl. Algorithmic A/D converters requh* simple hardware and consume relatively lit-
tie sflcon area and therefore, are economical to integrate in standard CMOS technologies. Unfortunate*
to speed of an Algorithmic A/D convener is fairly slow since it requires high precision comparators and
several clock cycIes[lA3,4] toresolve 1bit

Motivated by these limitations, an improved architecture based on the algorithmic approach is inves-
..gated in this thesis with the aim of achieving ahigher conversion rate. One of me key aspeca of mis new
approach is relaxed requirements on the capacitor specifications. Many analog circuit design techniques
are mcorpomted into the design of this new A/D converter architecture so that non-idealities from building
blocks such as amplifiers, switches, and comparators can be canceled or reduced. An 8-bit 125kHz A/D
converter prototype based on the proposed architecture was designed and laid-out in a3-m, CMOS tech-
nology and febricated through MOSIS.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2describes the specifications and characteri
zations of A/D converter. In Chapter 3. the basic concept of me a.go„thmic A/D converter will be
presented. Then adeuuled discussion of the new-improved algorithmic A/D convener will be discussed in
Chapter Chap^rSdescribesu.edesignofmeprou.typeof^proposedA^convener. FinaUy.conch,-
sons ofthe research are given in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 2

Analog-To-Digital Converter Characterization

2.1 Introduction

What is an Analog-to-Digital converter? An A/D convener is an electrical device which convens or
encodes acontinuous analog signal into adigital representation with afinite number of bits as shown in
Figure 2.1. The most common performance specifications of an A/D converter are resolution, speed,
linearity, and signal-to-noise ratio.

What does it mean when one tells you that this is an 8-bit 125KHt A/D converter? 8-bit indicates
mat for agiven analog input signal, the A/D converter is capable ofencoding the analog input signal with a
granularity of ± The higher the number of bits, the more accurate the analog input signal can be
represented. As the unit indicates. 125KHz specifies the rate at which the A/D converter performs the
conversion.

In this chapter, ageneral overview of A/D converter characterization (mainly static ones) is
presented. Many definitions defined here will form abasis for the discussion in the rest of this thesis.

Continuous Analog Signal

Figure 2.1 A/D Converter

00010...01
00110.„11
10100...10

10010...00
Digital OutputCodes

2.2 Characterization

The evaluation of the performance of an A/D converter is very crucial both from the circuit design
stand point as well as the requirements dictated by aparticular application of the device. One of the most
common tests an A/D converter undergoes is the measurement of its transfer characteristic with respect to a
ramp input signal as shown in Figure 2.2 (ie. analog voltage in - digital code out). For every analog input



signal level, mere exists aconesponding binary representation. Because of the finite number of bus. mere
»afin.tegranulari.yin the digital approximation d^ d^ of the actual analog input signal Vm.

where VFS = full scale input signal =max.fcfcV^I
di=iA digit

e= deviation ofdigital output from Vm

Signal
Generator A/D

Converter

DUT
~Tt

D/A

Converter

Ideal

Full Scale

Input Ramp
Clock

Generator

-TLTL

J

ZL
Transfer

Curve

(2.1)

Figure 2.2 Measurement ofan Art) converter's transfer characteristic

Quantization error is unavoidable when quantizing acontinuous signal into adigita. domain The
•ransfer curve shown in Figure 23 (a) clearly shows each transition point ofacontinuous analog input sig-
nl corresponding to each digia, output code change. The transfer curve looks like stair cases with steps at
A. analog transition points. This due to .he fac. mat digita. output ofaN-bit converter has afinite number
of representations^ distinct digita. codes); wheteas, me analog signa! is continuous and hence has an
minute number of levels. Twopossible ideal uansfer curves ofasimple 3bit A/D converter are shown in
Figure 2.3.

The difference between the two depends on where the origin intersection is. The transfer curve
shown in Figure 2.3 (a) is referred to as nud-rise because the origin intersection occurs in the middle ofa
vertical transition between 2differen. digita, codes. On the other hand, the uansfer curve shown in Figure
2.3 (b)« referred to as nUd-tread because it intersex me origin in me middle of the tread representing the
d-gua. code for zero volts input. Unlikeamid-rise case which has 2" digital output codes, amid-tread case
has only 2«-l possible codes. The rest of the discussion wi.. use the mid-rise uansfer curve as a„



example.

Hi reality the transfer curve is affected by many non-idealities contributed by non-ideal functional
blocks. As aresult, the transfer curve win have non-uniformly spaced steps as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b).
Ut 1least significant bit (LSB) be the smallest quantization step for an N-bit conversion.

DigitalCodes

s Characteristic
Line

;u '„' ^

'1LSB t

(a) (b)

Figure 23 The Ideal 3-bit A/D Converter Transfer Curves (a) Mid-Rise (b) Mid-Tread

Let the input voltage range between -VW to VSEP.

1LS» =

TTien the residual voltage can be written as

2V>FS

2"

[VIN-VdigUal\
i/hta — -i _ JResidue =

1LSB

DigitalCodes

"to*V**=2Vn flo £i Ar-!
2 22 2^

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

and plotted in Figure 2.4. Notice that the residual voltage for an ideal transfer curve fluctuates between
±j^(Figure 2.4 (a)); whereas, the non-ideal one fluctuates between ±USB for this particular transfer
characteristic (Figure 2.4 (b)).



Residue
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t DigitalCodes
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Figure 2.4 (a) Ideal and (b) non-ideal transfer curves and their residual plots

2.2.1 Differential Non-Linearity (DNL)

As mentioned earlier, the voltage difference between two consecutive transition voltages is the width
ofaquantization step. For an ideal transfer curve, the quantization stepsare all equal to at least ±1L5B or
ILSB in an absolute magnitude. For an actual *uisfer curve as shown mF^
are not uniform at all. As ameasure of how much the actual quantization step width varies with the ideal
step width of 1LSB, differential non-linearity (DNL) is defined.

DNL(k)=x(khlLSB

where k=the kA digital code; k=1,2,.... 2N -2

x(k) a the actual step width ofkA digital code

DNL(k) =zerofork =0and2iV -1

As long as the DNL is less man -1 LSB. me conversion will resul. in acomplete digital code. If x(k) is
equal to zen,. me corresponding DNL is going to be -1 LSB. When this occurs, we have a.**, code.

(2.5)



Figure 2.5 shows that digital code 101 is skir^
DNL plot of transfer curve shown in Figure 2.5 is shown in Figure 2.6 (a).

An A/D converter is monotonic if it always generates an mcreasmg digital cc^le for an mcreasing
analog input, This means monotonicity can only occur if and only if the DNL is smaUer than 1LSB. In
some apphcations differential non-linearity is not amajor requirement as long as the converter is mono-
tonic. In other words, to assure that an A/D converter has no inissmg cc^and is monotonic, me Dr^
every code has * be mbetween-1 LSB and II^B or ^

Digital Codes

*(1) = 1.5LSB

DNL(1) = 0.5LSB

y(6) = 1.25 LSB
*—h

• 'DNL(5) =-1LSB

Figure 2.5 Actual transfer curve and its non-linearities

22.3 Integral Non-Linearity (INL)

Integral non-linearity (INL) for each digital code is defined as the transition voltage between acode
and the next code minus the input voltage corresponding to this code obtained from the characteristic line.
It is derived in [5] that

INL(k)^DNL(i)

wherek = 1,..., 2^-1

INL(0) = 0

(2.6)
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Or in asimplified version illustrated in Figure 25 im «in^^B a v. ^ . .mrigure -°» ^L can bedefined as the deviation of the ideal
intersection point on the characteristic line to the actual point

MI<(k)=:y(k)-±LSB (2.7)

where y<k) =the horizontal distance from the beginning
ofcode k tothe ideal characteristic line.

Hgure 2.6(b) ^^^^m^Ksp^emLm^1^Z6(i}aaxx^gUieq^oa (26)
The ovaaU linear!* ofan A/D convener depends on the maximum absolme magnitude of DNL and INL.

•DNL

INL

1LSB ••

1/2LSB ••

0

(»)

H h
-1/2LSB --000 001 010 011 100 101
•1LSB «-

(b)

110 111 Digital
Codes

Figure 2.6 (a) DNL (b) INL curves

22.4 Gain Error

Gain error occurs when again blockfrlocks) in an A/D convener does not multiply the signa. by
*e idea, value. This gain error will affect aU the codes by the same percentage. As a„*. the resulting
digita. code center line slope differs from the idea. one. tfthegain is bigger(smaner) than it is supposed «,
be, the slope is be bigger(smaller) than the ideal one as shown in Hgure 2.7.
2.2.5 Offset Error

Offset error can be viewed as having an additional input voltage source in the front of an A/D con-
^•™*^*e*P>anationof,hiserrorv^^^

voltage) by the exact amount of the magnitude of the offset As an iUustration. Hgure 2.8 shows the effec.
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ofapositiveoffsetonmetransfercurveshownmFigu^
oftheA/Dconverterarenotaffectedbytheoffset

DigitalCodes

""FTError^' 111+

110

101XTA

'IW/LJII
-010

"001

--000

Figure2.7A/Dconvertertransfercurveswithgain

DigitalCodes

Vin

error

Figure18A/Dconvertertransfercurvewithoffseterror



2.3 Signal-To-Noise Ratio

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) falls into the dynamic characterization category. It is an important
urement for communication system performance, even though it is not always the most accurate standard
for performance comparison between two systems. Atypical SNR test configuration is shown in Figure
2.9. The SNR is the ratio of the mean square peak-to-peak amplitude of asinusoidal input signal to the
smallest quantization step width. If the full scale peak-to-peak amplitude is 2VFS then[6]:

meas-

Or in a simplified form

Signal
Generator

fin\y

max SNR =

Vfs2
2

1LSB<

12

maxSNR = 1.5(2?*)

max SNR - 6.02N + 1.76 dB

A/D

Converter

DUT

D/A

Converter

Ideal

Lowpass
Filter

♦—I

Full Scale

Sinewave

Signal + Noise —•

Clock
Generator

-TUT.

Figure 2.9 SNRtestsetup

Power

Meter

Bandstop
Filter

DC
fc-fin

Noise

i

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)
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CHAPTER 3

Algorithmic A/D Converter

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the algorithmic A/D converter concept will be reviewed. The characteristic of the
converter with respect to nonideaUties of devices wul then be discussed briefly. I, will be shown at the end
ofthis chapter that the algorithmic A/D converter has several limitations.
3.2 Concept

The Algorithmic A/D converter technique is very similar to the successive approximation approach
except that the former recirculates the sampled signal several times until the desired number of bits is
resolved; whereas, the latter successively redistributes the charge among capacitor array to perform the
conversion. Shown in Hgure 3.1 is ablock diagram ofan algorithmic A/D converter. Atypical algorithmic
A/D converterconsists of:

1. A sample and hold (S/H) block

2. A gain of two (2X) block

3. A comparator (COMP) block

4. Reference subtraction circuit

5. Digital circuits

The operation of the converter shown in Figure 3.1 will be described further, first of all. the input
signal is sampled omo the S/H block by connecting switch 5, to the input signal source. The sampled sig-
nal is then held by the S/H block and multiplied by two by the 2X block. The result V„. is men compared
*> the reference voltage. If it is larger than the reference voltage, the comparator will give digital logic "1•
as its output and the reference voltage is then subtracted from VA. Otherwise, adigital logic "0" will be
produced by the comparator and VA will be passed through the subtracter unchanged.

*zi -Vaj- di Vrep (3,i)

where V^ = Ve after /* conversion

VAJ = VA after/1* conversion



VgEp = reference voltage

di = theiA digital output ofcomparator.

Sample/Hold Gain of 2 Comparator

Figure 3.1 Algorithmic A/D Converter

11-

1° •

The resulting voltage Vz is then recirculated again through the same procedure until the desired
number ofbits is obtained. The entire conversion can be represented analytically as follows:

1* conversion :VAfl = 2Vfft

Vtfi =VAfi - doVgEp =2Vm - doVgEF

2ndconversion :VAA =2Vtfi=22Vm - 2d0VjREF

^Cl =KlJ "dlVREP =22Vm - [2d0+dj] Vsef

NA conversion : VA>AM =21^.2

P«*-i =2WKW -[2^d0+2"-2</, +•••+2dN_2+</„_,] Kj
Dividing the equation (3.7) by 2* and solve for Vw, we get

vm =
d± £± , 4v-i
2 22 2*

VW +ew

REF

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)
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2TVew =

where Vm =input signal voltage

% = quantization error

From equation (3.9), we can obtain the tower and upper limits for the quantization error zN.

VREF VftEp

(3.10)

(3.11)

As long as e* is within this limit, the conversion result is guaranteed to have no missing codes. In sum
mary, equation (3.8) describes how an input signal is converted into digital codes by successively compar
ing it with the appropriate reference voltage in each cycle. An example of this cyclic conversion is shown
graphicaUy in Figure 3.2. For an actual conversion sequence based on restoring algorithmfU], aplot of
Vz and VA versus time isshown inFigure 3.3.

Vrefl2

Vrei74

d0 dl d2 d3 d4
♦Time

Figure 3.2 Graphical Conversion Sequence

3.3 Limitations

Unlike the successive approximation A/D converter, the algorithmic converter needs only two preci
sion elements which are the S/H and 2X blocks with exact gain of 1and 2respectively. As aresult, the
required hardware is simple. Unfortunately, the nonidealities from capacitors, operational-ampIifiers(op-
amps), comparators, and switches affect the overall performance of the converter. Each contribution will
be briefly discussed in the remainder of this section(for adetailed discussion of each contribution please
refer to Chapter 4).
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In order to build again of 1or gain of 2blocks, two capacitors and an op-amp are needed(Figure
3.4). The accuracy of these blocks depend not only on how good the two capacitors match but also on the
gain of the op-amp.

Volts

Z
Vie? •

Vref/2--

Vm

0

-Virf/2--

0"

-Vnrff

<R

^ ^

-0"

- vA

||| • Companion period

|f|j "Restoring period

"* Tune

Figure 33Actual Conversion Sequence for Restoring Algorithm A/D Converter

The closed-loop transfer function ofthe example in Figure 3.4 is

'OUT Ci

*

ci +
Cs'+C/ + CP

Av 4

Cs -Cs + ACs

C/ =C/+AC,

where: Cs =sampling capacitor

ACS =sampling capacitor mismatch

C/ =integrating capacitor

AC/ =integrating capacitor mismatch

Cp - total capacitance on the op-amp input node

Av = finite open loop op-amp gain

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)
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As the op-amp gain Av gets larger, the closed-loop gain approaches the ratio of the two capacitors -^

As can be seen in equation (3.12), capacitor mismatch direcdy degrades the accuracy of the gain block.
Thus, care must be taken when designing the op-amp and choosing capacitor sizes for this gain block so
that the desired accuracy can be obtained. Atypical capacitor ratio mismatch might be 0.1%, which
means that the capacitor ratio will be good for resolution up to 8or 9bits.

fm

C,

II
C5
II

II

AT* \>__
II

Cp i
\JiPi. ^^^^ 'OUT

Figure 3.4 Gain of2 Block

Asides from having finite gain, the op-amp also has an offset voltage that contributes directly to the
loop voltage. Because the signal gets recirculated and multiplied by two again and again, the offset voltage
wiU also experience the same affect We must ensure that at the end of the conversion, the total input
referred offset voltage due to the op-amp is less that 0.5 LSB or else there will be amissing code. More
over, transistor switches (not shown) can also contribute to the offset voltage and hence have to be taken
into account Let us assume V„ to be the total input referred offset voltage from the S/H and 2X op-amps
and charge injection from the switches(Figure 3.5).

Sample/Hold Gain of2 Comparator

Figure 3.5 Algorithmic A/D Converter with Offset Voltage
Let VJN be zero and Vos be positive. Therefore, the expected digital code is 0000..0.
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1" conversion :VA^2V„ =V^ ^

2- conversion :V^ =[22+2] Vos =Vu (3 16)

AT* ttmvnftNi :VAJV =[2* +f'1 +•••+#+2] Vos (3 17)

If VA/r is greater than V„,*_, will be "1" instead of "0". Thus, we have to make sure that at the end of
the conversion, the total output referred offset VOSJoud is smaller than V^.

Vos.To*i =2Vos[l +2+22+ ... +2w~1j <VREF (3.i8)
Referring this back to me start of me conversion, me total input referred divided by 2*.

1/ _ VQSJotal KrEFyostfin*-—-$—<"J7" (3.19)

codes.

VoSftftmd = 2V0S #-1 ^ Krep
<~JT~ (3.20)

^oj<-7 =- =0.5 LSB2[2^ -1] (3.21)

TTius, as long as Vos <0.5 LSB, the op-amp offset and switch charge injection will not cause any missing

Finally, the comparator has to have an offset voltage that is less than 1LSB; otherwise, the resulting
digital code will be incorrect For example, the comparator shown in Figure 3.6(a) has offset voltage V(
=25mV. Assume the reference of the comparator is tied to ground. The solid line shown in Figure 3.6(b)
the comparator response with no offset voltage (ideal comparator). When V„ <0, V0UT is equal to logic
"0" or else V. But because of the positive offset comparator response gets shifted to the right as shown
by dashed line. If 1LSB <25mV, the digital code will be incorrect As aresult the comparator offset vol
tage wiU contributes direcdy to the linearity of the conversion. One way to cancel the comparator offset to
the first order is by storing it into acapacitor during the initialization period as shown in Figure 3.7(a) so
that during the comparison period (Figure 3.7 (b)), offset voltage is canceled.

os

is
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Vm

Vref

Vout

Vos

K Vin

25 mV

(a) <b)

Figure 3.6 (a) Comparator with offset and (b) its transfer curve

X
•-• Vos fx.

°^ C J

(a) Initialization Mode

Vm

Vref

•-t _ Vc«

(b) Comparison Mode

Figure 3.7 Comparator Offset Cancellation Scheme
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New Improved Algorithmic A/D Converter
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4.1 Introduction

Algorithmic A/D converters have many desirable advantages such as simple hardware, and an

inherent sample and hold function; unfortunately, it is moderate in speed due to the fact that many clock
cycles are needed in order to resolve one bit All of the conventional Algorithmic A/D converters previ
ously reported[U,3,4] require on average 3clock cycles or more to resolve 1bit As aresult this archi

tecture is capable ofresolving signals of only moderate frequency. In order to improve the speed and keep
the same basic architecture, a New-Improved Algorithmic A/D converter is proposed. This improved
Algorithmic A/D converter needs only 1clock cycle to resolve 1bit, and therefore, improves the speed by
afactor of 3or higher than the conventional one. The concept and limitations of the proposed architecture
will bediscussed indetail inthis chapter.

4.2 Concept

The motivation behind this proposed Algorithmic A/D converter is to fidly utilize all functional
blocks so that they are never idle. In atypical Algorithmic A/D converter previously reportedfl ,2,3,4],
three clock cycles are needed to resolve one bit as shown in Figure 4.1. In the first phase ofconversion, the
2X block acquires the input voltage at the very first cycle or the residual voltage from the S/H block for the
remaining cycles (Figure 4.1 (a)). In the second phase, the 2X block amplifier is used as apre-amplifier for
the latch and adecision bit is generated (Figure 4.1 (b)). Notice that during this phase of the conversion,
the S/H block is idle. In the third phase, the remainder voltage is being generated and sampled onto S/H
block for the next bit conversion (Figure 4.1 (c)).

Adding minor modifications to the conventional architecture, afaster and more efficient Algorithmic
A/D converter can be obtained. The proposed scheme requires:

1. Two sampleand hold blocks

2. A gainof two block

3. A comparator block
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4. Referencesubtraction circuits

5. Digitalcircuits.

-Vwf—•>» H I H t
-Vta-

•v-'-vHr-Hr"

-Via

-Vwf » • J) i -ft
f X C

♦Vi

♦v«f >;• ii i p-
, x c

l_ IfB&wta*r,k*wilabb
ebo occscctto <HtOUND

(c)

Figure 4.1 Configuration for (a) Acquiring residual voltage, (b) Making bit
decision (c) Generating residual voltage

Shown in Figure 4.2 is a simplified version of how these blocks are connected to realize the pro
posed Algorithmic A/D converter. Basically, the conversion steps of this proposed architecture is the simi
lar to the conventional one. Figure 4.3 illustrates how the proposed architecture functions.

Mode 1 :

During the period illustrated in Figure 4.3 (a), the residual voltage Vu is sampled
on to the S/H-l block, while the S/H-2 and 2X blocks are in the hold and multipli
cation modes respectively for Vu^. The reference voltage will be added, sub
tracted or passed depending on the bit decision from the previous conversion. For
the very first cycle, the S/H-l block will sample VIN, while the rest of the blocks

(•)

0»

IN"*
Hr--



are in the initialization or reset mode.

,0Ul2t3«*«St6t7t0tlt2t3t4
*-&* Stmpling

Figure 4.21-Bit/cycle Algorithmic A/D Converter

Mode 2:

In this period illustrated in Figure 4.3 (b), the amplified residual voltage Vu.x is
compared with V^ to detennine the current bit The result will be stored in a
register and used as control signals for the reference subtraction circuit

•19-

Mode 3:

In this period illustrated in Figure 4.3 (c), all the blocks experience the same tasks
as during mode 1except that S/H-l is doing the holding (for V^) and S/H-2 is
doing the sampling (for Vu+l).

Mode 4:

Thisperiod is exacdy thesame asmode 2.

The conversion continues by repeating modes 1to 4until the desired number of bits is obtained. Notice
there is no block that is idle through out the conversion cycle. At the positive edge of every clock (either
fe or to, one bit will be resolved. TTius, the proposed Algorithmic A/D converter is capable of resolving 1
bit per one cycle. Figure 4.4 shows the complete time division of the 1-bit/cycle Algorithmic A/D converter
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when converting an input signal into 8digital bits.
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Figure 4J (a) Mode 1(b) Mode 2and 4(c) Mode 3

4J Error Sources and Solutions

In an algorithmic A/D converter, any errors will get recirculated for anumber of times. Sometimes
the errors grow as they cycle through so that they affect the overall linearity of the conversion. In chapter
3, some of these errors were discussed briefly. The following several sections will present the sources of
errors and proposed solutions toreduce orcancel them.

43.1 Gain Error

An Algorithmic A/D converter needs 2accurate gain blocks ie. gain of 1(S/H) and gain of 2(2X).
ITiese blocks can be implemented by using op-amps and capacitors as shown previously in Figure 3.4.
However, the accuracy of the blocks depends on capacitor ratios, and gain and settling time of the op-
amps. Let £be the combined gain error of the S/H and 2X blocks. If this is so, what would the allowable z
in order to obtain y LSB accuracy for Nbits of resolution?
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t

Figure 4.4 Detail Time Sequence ofThe Conversion.

In an algorithmic A/D converter, for every bit conversion, the residual voltage (assuming

-Vref £VIN <, Vref) can be written as:

residue = 2 Vin-

residue = 2 Vm +

Vref
2

Vref

ifVw*>0 (4.1)

ifV/*<0 (4.2)

Figure 4.5 (a) and (b) illustrate an input ramp voltage and the corresponding comparator behavior and

resultant residual voltages respectively. If the gain is exact then the residual voltage (which is the input for

the next conversion) will have a slope of exactly 2. However, due to gain error, the slope will become

smaller than 2. Assuming we are converting the first bit of an N-bit conversion, we have to make sure that

the residual voltage will be within — LSB of the remaining N-l bits. In other words, we have to make sure

that the residual voltage does not change more than — LSB of the remaining N-l bits. Referring back to

Figure 4.5 (a), incorporating gain error intoequation (4.2),Equation(4.2) can be rewrittenas:

residue = 2(1 - s)Vm + VREF (4.3a)

At Vm = 0, we want to make sure the residue is not less than VREF - A where A is one LSB of the remain

ing N-l bits. Substituting VIN = 0 and the allowable residue into equation (4.3a), we get

(I-zWrefZVref-A (4.3b)
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where A= —
2

2V>REF

(l-e)21-

2*M

e=combined gain error

1

2*m

£ <,
1

Comp. Characteristic
/

Vref

^ Input Ramp

H

•Vref ,'
"I h-* Volts

Vref

No Gain Error

With Gain Error

•Vref

(a)

(b)

Input

Conversion

Range
Of the next

Cycle

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

Figure 4.5 (a) Comparator Characteristic (b) Residual plot

Thus, in order to resolve Nbits of resolution, the gain error has to be smaller than approximately -JL If
2N~

N=8bits, the total gain block (S/H and 2X blocks) should be accurate within 0.78% of the ideal gain.
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4.3.2 Offset Errors

43.2.1 Op-amp AndSwitch Charge Injection Offsets

In Chapter 3, equation (3.21) shows that in order to get linearity within j LSB, the input refer offset

due to op-amps and switch charge injection has to be smaller than -|- LSB. In order to reduce the offset
voltage ofthe op-amp, an auto zero circuit can be added into an op-amp[7]. Details on how the auto zero

circuit functions will be discussed in Chapter 5. For switch charge injection offset reduction or cancella

tion, a fully-deferential architecture can be implemented so that the charge injection contributes only as
common mode voltage error. The differential voltage error will depend on the matching ofthe drains and
sources of the switches.

4.3.2.2 Comparator Offset

Unlike op-amp and switch charge injection offsets, comparator offsets direcdy affects the overall
linearity. In Figure 4.5 (b), the transfer curve with solid line shows the residual voltage resulting from an
offset free comparator. If the comparator has an offset voltage, the residual voltage will be larger than
Vref for positive offsets or smaller than -Vref for negative offsets for Vm around zero as shown in Figure
4.6. As aresult the residual voltage for this particular input voltage may exceed the maximum input

conversion range of the next cycle. As long as the offset is not larger than y LSB of the remaining resolu
tion, the comparator will not cause any problems.

There are several ways to solve the comparator offset error. The first one is to design comparators
with small enough offset Often such acomparator requires complicated circuitry and has fairly large area.
The second one is to store the comparator offset in acapacitor (shown in Figure 3.7) before the comparison
cycle. The last one is to use digital error correction[7]. The first two ways can be easily incorporated into
an algorithmic A/D converter[8,9,10,l 1,27,28,29], but the last one has only been done in apipeline A/D
converter[5]. In section 4.4 ofthis chapter, we will show how to incorporate digital error correction into a
cyclic A/D converter so that no high-precision comparators are need.

43.3 -^ Noise Limitation

It is desirable to use capacitors that are as small as possible when designing high-speed circuits.

Unfortunately, in ahigh-resolution A/D converter design, -^noise has to be considered. This noise comes
from thermal noise due to non-zero channel resistance of the switches in the S/H and 2X blocks that get
sampled onto the sampling capacitors. The magnitude of the noise depends direcdy on the temperature and
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inversely on capacitor values[12,13].

v* • =•£

where k -Boltzmann's constant

T = absolute temperature

C = capacitor value

(4.7)

For acapacitor value of 1pF at room temperature, Y?=64 \iV. For 8-bit resolution with 3-V peak-to-

peak reference voltage, 1LSB =11.72 mV. Thus, one can choose small capacitor values as long as the —

noise contribution is negligible.

Comp. Characteristic

Vre|

I
I

| • Input Ramp

I r-
II-Vref ' §§

s

4tm zII
*Vref

over

(b)

—r-» Volts

Vref

|p Shifted Zone
^* Due toOffset

; Input

Conversion

Range

Of the next

Cycle

Figure 4.6 (a) Comparator characteristic with offset (b) Its residual plot
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4.4 Digital Error Correction For Algorithmic A/D Converter

As mentioned earlier, the residual voltage may saturate the next bit conversion and produce missing
codes if it is too large. But if the conversion range of the next stage is increased to allow larger residual
voltages, the results are decoded and the errors are corrected, comparator offset requirements can be
relaxed or even ignored. This concept is called digital error correction[5] and was first introduced by
Horna[14].

Borrowing this idea, we propose a tw(>-comparator scheme with digital error correction to take care
of the comparator offcet With aone-comparator scheme, the residual voltage will fall into 2regions and
will have characteristic curve according to equations (4.1) and (4.2). TTius, any offset voltage from this
comparator will saturate the input conversion of the next cycle. With atwo-comparator scheme, for every
cycle, one and ahalf bits are resolved and only one bit is stored. TTie residual voltage, thus, has three pos
sible regions to reside instead of two. Figure 4.7 (a) and (b) illustrate how the two comparators are con
nected and the respective transfer characteristic with ±VT as their threshold voltages.

(•)

Region VIn CI C2

1 Vta£-Vr 1 0

2 -VT<Vin<VT 1 1

3
VinZVT 0 1

(b)

N

Vin

^Vr

VIn

-Vr

Figure 4.7 (a) Two-comparator scheme (b) The resulting regions
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Region 1: V^ <, -VT then residue =2Vm +Vref (4.8)

Region 2: -VT <Vm <VT then residue =2Vm (4.9)

Region 3:VmZVT then residue =2Vm - Vref (4.10)

To ensure that the residual voltage is within ±Vm, VT has to be between 0and ^^. Let VV =—
2 T 2 '

The comparator transfer characteristic and the residual voltage plots are shown in Figure 4.8. Let VMl and
V„2 be the offsets ofcomparators one and two respectively. For VMl =Vm2 =0, the ideal residual voltage
ptot is shown in Figure 4.8 (b). However, ifthe first and the second comparators have positive offsets
(Vm >0and V„2 >0), the residual voltage will saturate the input conversion range of the next cycle (Fig
ure 4.8 (c)). On the other hand, ifthe both comparators have negative offsets (Vul <0and Vm2 <0), the

residual voltage for ---f-<VlN<-f-is always within the boundary of±Vref as shown in Figure 4.8
Vref(d). Obviously, VT =—j- is notagood choice.

Camp. Characteristic

Input Ramp

Vref

-Vref \\/

(»)

(c)

->-»Volii

VreT

gp Shifted Zone
Vref ™k Due toOffset

Residue

(d)

Figure 4.8 Residual plots with different offset voltages
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If VT -0, then having two comparators are redundant since the residual voltage characteristic is

exactly the same as one comparator case shown in Figure 4.5 (b). It turns out that choosing VT =Vref

gives the maximum allowable comparator offset which is ±-^p- as shown in Figure 4.9. Placing com

parator threshold voltages at±-S.is similar to introduce intentional offsets in the comparators and sub

sequently correct the error by digital circuit If the comparators have offsets, the residual voltage will
always be within the input conversion range of the next cycle as long as the offsets are within

-¥**L<V v <Vref

Vref/4

-Vref/4

Residue

V2 VI

(a)

Input

Conversion

Range
Of the next

Cycle

(b)

♦ CI

♦ C2

0.5V1 =max. |Vosl|

0.5V2 =max. |Vos2|

Figure 4.9 Residual plot with optimal comparator threshold

By having such alarge range of allowable comparator offsets, no high precision comparators are
needed with this 2-comparator scheme. The only penalty is the requirement of an additional digital error
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correction circuit tocorrect theerror; fortunately, this digital error correction circuit is very simple. It will

be shown in Chapter 5 that die digital error correction circuit consists only of simple adders and multi

plexers. Theconversion algorithm fortheN-bit conversion with digital error correction isas follows:

1. At thebeginning of theconversion, thesign isalways assumed positive ie.d0 =l(d0 = MSB)

2. The rest of the conversion istoresolve the remaining N-l bits. Each subsequent cycle, the compara

tor outputs, C1C2, are decoded to obtain thecurrent bit reference subtraction control signals, and

correction information. Thedecoding andcorrecting decisions areas follows:

a. If Vm is in region 3 ie. C1C2= 01, then the currentbit is T.

If Vm is in region 2 ie. C1C2 = 11, then the currentbit is "0".

If Vm is in region 1 ie. C1C2 = 10, then the current bit is T but the earlier conver

sion bits are 1 bit too large. Therefore, the earlier conversion bits need to be sub

tracted by one.

To verify the 2-comparator scheme, an example ofa 3-bit conversion will be derived. Let N=3bits, Vref

b.

c.

= 2 volts. 1 LSB =
2VREF^ff— - 0-5 volts and comparator thresholds are at ±——. The expected transfer

curve for a ramp input voltage isshown in Figure 4.10. Because ofthe 2-comparator scheme, the resulting

transfer curve ofaramp input voltage isa mid-thread type asshown in Figure 4.10.

Digital Outputs

-9/16 3/16

Figure 4.10 3-bit Transfer Characteristic



(a) Let Vm o0.375 volts = —•V^ ~> expected digital code 101

d0dld2
Initially: | x|. | . |

Cycle 1: Residue = 3/16 Vref

"~* "Vref _ .. Vref
—z— < Residue < -2~

4 4
Region 2
dl=0

Pass the residue

Cycle 2: Residne B2X(3/16) Vref =i V*
—fr VResidue 2:-^

Region 3
d2 = l

ran

Subtract residue by Vref 11101 ll

(b) For Vjv =-1.125 volts =— Vref ->expected digital code 010

d0dld2
Initially: 111 -1 -1

Cycle 1: Residue= -9/16ViREF

Vref
Residue £ -

Region 1
dl = l —

Add residue by Vref lllll-l
Correct previous bit J,

do=i-i=o foTtrn

Cyde 2: Residue=2X(-9/16) Vref +Vref «^ Vref
"* Vref n .; ^ Vref •

Regffin2 4
d2 = 0 -,

Pass the residue ^TTTol
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Clearly, the resulting digital outputs of the two examples above agree with the expected codes extracted
from transfer curve shown inFigure 4.10.
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4.5 Proposed l-bit/cycle Algorithmic A/D Converter

Combining the new algorithmic conversion concept and the 2-comparator scheme introduced in.sec-

tions 4.2 and 4.4, a 1-bitlcycle Algorithmic AID converter without high precision comparators is pro

posed. This improved architecture will not only yield a higher conversion rate but will also allow the

designer to use simple comparators. Tlie block diagram ofthis proposed architecture is shown in Figure

4.11. In the next chapter, the detailed implementation issues of each functional block will be discussed.

An 8-bit Algorithmic A/D converter prototype will be designed and laid-out by using 3-nm CMOS process
and fabricated through MOSIS.

fa JH U I II f~l
«0Ut2t3t4t5t6t7t0tlt2t3
Singling Sampling

Figure 4.11 Proposed l-bit/cycle Algorithmic A/D converter architecture



CHAPTER 5

l-bit/cycle Algorithmic A/D Converter Prototype
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the design of an 8-bit Algorithmic A/D converter prototype will be presented. TTie
goals of the design of this prototype were to obtain 8-bit resolution at 125 kHz conversion rate using a3
\im CMOS process. Techniques to improve linearity of the conversion were also incorporated into the pro
totype. Detailed description of the design ofeach functional block will be discussed in great detail.

5.2 Sample and Hold Block

In this section the design of acapacitor mismatch insensitive sample and hold (S/H) circuit will be
described TTie first section will consider the S/H circuit without the amplifier and the second section will
coverthe design of theamplifier.

5.2.1 S/H Circuit

Tlie S/H circuit can be realized using capacitors and CMOS switches. It has been known that the
CMOS S/H circuit has several sources of errors such as nonzero acquisition time, finite bandwidth in the
sample mode, aperture jitter, thermal noise, and sample to hold mode transition error. Adetailed discussion
of these errors can be found in [5]. By implementing afully differential S/H circuit with bottom plate sam
pling, someof the errors canbe reduced.

Apreviously reported S/H circuit[5] is shown in Figure 5.1. The circuit uses acapacitor Cs to do
the sampling and another capacitor C, to do the charge transfer. For aunity gain S/H circuit, the two capa
citors are equal ie. Cs =C,. Assuming the op-amp and CMOS switches are ideal, the accuracy of the S/H
circuit will depend on the matching of the two capacitors. From equation (3.12), the closed loop gain

approaches — as the gain of op-amp Av approaches infinity. If Cs >C7, the gain will be bigger than 1;

whereas, if Cs < C/t thegain willbesmaller than 1.

Abetter S/H circuit is the one that is independent of capacitor ratio, and therefore, is capacitor
mismatch insensitive as shown in Figure 5.2. The operation and error sources of the circuit and source of
errors will bediscussed inthe following sections.
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Figure 5.1 Capacitor matching sensitive S/H block
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Figure 5.2 Capacitor matching insensitive S/H block
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5.2.1.1 Switching Scheme

The S/H circuit shown in figure 52 has 3different clocks :fc, fc. and fc.fc is adelayed version of
fc which in turn is adelayed version of fc. D,^ a*^^g mode Vj< ^^^^ Qby^^
SI, S2, S5. S6. and S7 switchesCRgure 53 (a)). At the end of sampling period, <fc, wffl go low first and
therefore, S5 and S6 get turned off first and isolate the summing nodes of the op-ampCRgure 53 (b)). The
charge injected by S5 and S6 will then reside in the summing nodes. Ideally S5 and S6 have exactly the
same widtt. and length, but due to limitations in photolithography and the aching process there will be a
slight mismatch. As aresult, the charge injected by S5 and S6 are not exacdy equal. The difference will
become adifferential error voltage at the summing nodes.

(a)

Vjn S7\ OTA>

NodeBC*

r-
(C)

Node A

(b)

Node A S3

~vMe+ SI

Vm
_S2

NodeB
(d)

OUT

Figure S3 Modes of operation

To minimize the difference, S7 is added, connecting the two summing nodes so that turning off S7
after S5 and S6 equalizes the differential error voltage between the two nodes (Figure 5.3 (c)). Moreover,
having S7 will make S5 and S6 smaller in size because S7 will now function as the sampling switch instead
of S5 and S6. Therefore, S5 and S6 can be small to minimize the amount of charge injection. Hie total
charge injection from S5, S6 and S7 will contribute a common offset voltage to the op-amp. Turning off
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S5, S6, and S7 prior to SI and S2 results in no sampled charge injection due to SI and S2. When (|>c goes
low, SI and S2 will be off; whereas, S3 and S4 turn on, closing the loop by connecting nodes Aand Bto
the outputs to do the hold mode(Figure 5.3 (d)). Hie size of S3 and S4 are determined by the allowable
additional phase shift at the output nodes and the settling time of the op-amp.

The S/H function can be analyzed using charge conservation. Let us consider asingle ended version
ofthe block. During the sample mode (Figure 5.4 (a)), the total charge at node Xis

Qt = Cs(0-Vjn(T))

where Vjf/CT) isthe sampled voltage

(a> (b)

Figure 5.4 (a) Sample mode and (b) Hold mode configurations

(5.1)

Then, the S/H block goes into the hold mode (Figure 5.4 (b)), and the total charge at node Xis

Qr+i =cs[vx(r+i)-vw(r+i)] +cPvx(T+i) (5.2)
where Vx(t)= voltage at node X at time t

VouriO- output voltage at time t

Cp =total capacitance at summing node excluding Cs

If the open loop gain ofthe op-amp is A¥, then

Vour(t) =-AvVx(t) (5>3)

By conservation of charge, the total charge at node Xduring sample mode is equal to hold mode since node
X has nodc path to the ground.

-Cs Vm(T) =Cs [vx(T+l) -V0UT(T+1)] +Cp Vx (T+l)
(5.4)

(5.5)



Substituting Vx in termof V0UT usingequation (53), we get

1
VOUTP+l) =

1 +
Cs +Cp

A¥CS
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Vm(T) (5.6)

From equation (5.6), clearly the outputof this S/H block is independent of any capacitor ratio. The above

derivation can easily be extendedto cover the fully differential case.

5.2.1.2 Noise Source

The noisesources of the S/H circuit(assuming anidealop-amp) arethe thermal noisegenerators due

to non-zero channel resistance of the switches that get sampled onto the sampling capacitors. The only

noise sourceof the S/H block shown in Figure 52 comes from the middle switch S7. The reason is very

obvious because S7 is the switch thatdisconnects the sampling path, thus its thermal noise gets sampled

onto the sampling capacitors[12,15].

Let us assume the S/H is sampling a zero input voltage. Right before S7 gets turned off, the noise

model of this switch is an equivalent non-zero resistance R with thermal noise voltage generator

v2=AkTR A/ as shown in Figure 5.5. When S7 is turned off, the thermal noise issampled onto both capa

citors.

•t2

-2 *T
V*=2CT

-2 kT

where Ct=Cs + Cp

(5.7)

(5.8)

Because v*A and v2B are correlated, the effective total noise (during the hold mode Figure 5.5 (b)) at the

output is:

2.

v2^ =
Cs

[v\ +v2B+2<v\<v*^ (5.9)

.-72 .T2Substitutingv A and v B into equation(5.9):

v2 sr nut

v2

2f

JL+JL+2JL
2Cy 2Cj* lCj

= 2
cT

Cj_
Cs

(5.10)

(5.11)
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The input referred mean square noise can be obtained by dividing equation (5.11) by the inverse square of
the gain.

-2
V*input hi

2

V2 =v out ~" fQlCf
> .

2 Cr] 2^ =2^
Cj Cj

IfC5 =Cand Cp =C% then Cr =2C and the input referred mean square noise is

-kT
mput

(5.12)

(5.13)

It can be shown that the input referred mean square noise contribution from one capacitor S/H block (Fig
ure 5.2) is smaller by a factor of 6 than the one from two-capacitor type (Figure 5.1) assuming
CS=C,=CP=C.

OUT

(a) (b)

Figure SS (a) Thermal noise due to middle switch and (b) closed loop configuration

5.2.1.3 Input S/H block

The proposed algorithmic A/D converter shown in Figure 4.11 has two S/H blocks. The first S/H
block is the one that actually samples the input signal at the beginning of the conversion. Thus, the design
of this input S/H circuit will depend on the characteristics of the input signal such as amplitude, frequency,
common mode voltage, and common mode frequency. Depending on the duration of the sampling period,
each switch in the S/H block has to be designed so that errors are minimized to the allowable level. TTie
most critical ones are the acquisition time, bandwidth, and charge injection into the summing nodes. T7ie
allowable amount of charge injected into the summing nodes wffl depend on the type of input transistors
and the op-amp input common mode voltage range.
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5.2.2 Amplifier

Ideally the S/H-l, S/H-2, and 2X blocks have different op-amp performance since the requirements
ofthese blocks are different. But to simplify the design rjrocedure, me three blocks

Among the three blocks, the 2X block is the critical one in that its op-amp gain requirement has to be better
than the S/H blocks due to its large feedback factor. TTius the discussion of amplifier design will be
described in section 5.3.2.

5.3 2X Block

The discussion ofthe 2X block will be divided into two sections : the first one will discuss the 2X

circuit and its capacitor matching requirement, and the second one will describe the design of the op-amp.
5.3.12X Circuit

The gain of two circuit is the same as shown in Figure 5.1 except the capacitor ratio — is equal to
Cj

two. In order to fully utilize this 2X block, the reference subtraction circuit is also integrated inside by
adding reference capacitors Cref and CMOS switches which select Vref,ground, or -Vref. The com
plete 2Xblock isshown inHgure 5.6.

5.3.1.1 Switching Scheme

At the beginning of each bit conversion, all the capacitors in the block will be initialized to zero by
closing switches S3, S4. S7, S8, S9, S10, Sll, S12, S13 (Figure 5.7 (a)). During this period, the op-amp
also undergoes an initialization period where the common mode voltage for the outputs are initialized, and
the offset voltage and noise of the op-amp are stored. The detail of the op-amp initialization will be dis
cussed later. The initialization period is carried out during the sampling of the input signal. Just like the S/H
block, the ground switches S9 and S10 are turned off first (Figure 5.7 (b)), followed by Sll (Figure 5.7
(c)). Tlie initialization period is completed when S7, S8, S12 and S13 are turned off and S14 and S15 are
turned on, connecting the integrating capacitors to the outputs (Figure 5.7 (d)). At this time, the 2X block is
ready to perform multiplication for the rest of the conversion cycles. The reference subtraction switches SI,
S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6 will be controlled by the comparator outputs of the previous cycle. Only one switch
pair (ie. S1-S2 orS3-S4 or S5-S6) will be on atany given time.

The transfer function of the 2X block can also be analyzed by using conservation of charge on the
capacitors. Once again the analysis is simplified by considering asingle ended case. During the initializa
tion mode (Figure 5.8 (a)), the charge at node Xis zero since all the capacitors are discharged.
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OUT

4>«

Figure 5.6 2X block

Cr=0 (5.14)

Let us assume nodes Aand Bare connected to VA and VB respectively when the 2X block is in the active
mode (Figure 5.8 (b)). Therefore, the total charge atnode X at this time is

Qt+i =Cs[vx(T+1)-Va(T+1^ +Cref[vx(T+1)-Vb(T+1)\ +
Cj[vx(T+l)-VOUT(T+l^ +CPVX(T+1) (5.15)
where Vt(t) = voltage at node i at time t

VOur(0 =-AvVx(t) (5.16)

Equating the charge atnode X before and after the initialization:

0=Cs[vx(T+l)-VA(T+l^ +Cref[vx(X+1)- Vb(T+1)] +
Cj[vx(T+l)-V0UT(T+l^ +CPVX(T+1) (5.17)



Substituting equation (5.16) into (5.17) and solve V0UT in terms ofVA and VB, we get

tWCT+1)*-

C/+-
'Total

Ay a

^(r+i)-

«

Cref

r cTolal
1 A J

VB(T+l)

where CTotal =Cs + C/ + Cjjep +Cp

OUT

(«)

ow

(c)

Cref yCj T
*—II II—I

(b)

^§&. - Cj?£F Cj

OUT

OW

Figure 5.7 (a) Initialization mode (b) Disconnect ground switches S9 and S10

(c) Turn off Middle Switch Sll and (d) Active mode
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(5.18)

Equation (5.18) clearly shows that the 2X block functions as apure multiplier. The accuracy ofthe multi

plier will depend again not only on the matching between Cs and C/, and Cref and Q but also on the gain

ofthe op-amp Av. At high resolution, the accuracy ofthe multiplier will become critical in determining the

overall linearity of the conversion. If the capacitor matching is not good enough, trim arrays for Cs and

Cref can be added. A method of calibration of two capacitors using trim arrays will be discussed at the

end of this section.
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Vqut OUT

Node A

(a) (b)

Figure S& (a) Initialization and (b) Active mode configurations

5.3.1.2 Noise Source

Just like the S/H block, the thermal noise for this block comes from the middle switch Sll. Carrying
out the same derivation, the total input referred mean square noise contribution for this block is

2

.-r2
input =2^ (5.19)

where Cr = Q +(7^ +Cy +CP

UCref =C7 =CP - Cand Cs =2C, then CT =5C and the total input referred mean square noise is

v2 -1*Lv uvut- 2 c- (5.20)

Comparing the mean square input referred noise between the S/H and 2X blocks for the same value of unit
capacitor, the latter is bigger by a factor of 2.5. Therefore, determination of the size of the smallest unit

kr
capacitor based on — noise will be dominated by noise contributed by the 2X block.

S3.2 Amplifier

TTie specifications of the 2X block amplifier depend directly on the resolution and conversion speed
of the A/D converter. Referring back to equation (4.6), the accuracy of the gain block has to be within

E=^am •For a" 8bit H* A/D converter, this means e= 0.78%. The effective gain from input to output of

the2Xblock (see Figure 5.6)canbe written as

Gain =
'our

Vm
Cs

Cs+Cj + Cref + Cp
C/ +

l» Ay

*-(2-£) (5.21)



IfC7 =Cref =Cand Cs =Cp =2C, then equation (5.21) can be simplified to

Gawi =
-2

•*
*-<2-e)

Ay£
1

(1-f)
"I

if -. = 1+x for* <c 1, then
1-x

Av ;> 6(2") =6(28)= 1536

From the above calculation, the op-amp has to have open loop gain greater than 1536. At higher resolu
tions, capacitor mismatch also degrades gain accuracy. One way to solve capacitor matching problem is to
add acapacitor trim array(this will be discussed later in this chapter).

To achieve 8-bit accuracy at 125kHz, clocks ft and fc shown in Figure 4.11 have to have aperiod of
2us. Assuming the clocks have a47% duty cycle, the total setding time for 2op-amps (ie. S/H and 2X
blocks ) is approximately 940 nanoseconds. Adetailed clock division is shown in Figure 5.9. The non-
overlap time between fc and (fe is approximately 60 nanoseconds, during which the comparators make their
decision decisions and then latch the current bit into the register.

I ^Convtmon = 8UJ

till—

tfHHH?
940ns 940ns

60ns 60ns

T = 2000ns I

f=500Khz '

fConversion —125KflZ

Figure 5.9 Time Allocation

'I

I
J
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(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(5.25)

Referring to Figure 5.10, Let ta be the time required to acquire an input signal to N-bit accuracy for
an op-amp in gain block configuration. ta can be approximated by [5]
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taZ0.7NxFB

wherexPB = output timeconstantwith feedback

Let ta i and fa2 be the settling time for S/H and 2X blocks respectively.

OJTL

J-W,l

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10 (a) S/H block in holding mode and (b) 2X block in multiplying mode

For the 2X block:

For the S/H block:

Xf»2 =

1+A„

Tfbi =

Cs +Cj + Cref + Cp

wherex2 is theoutput timeconstant of the2Xblock.

Av is theDC open-loop gain

1+A„
Cj+Cp

*i ~RouriCu +Cj) (5.29)

where N = number of bits

Rout = the open-loop output resistance ofthe op-amp

Cu = total loading capacitor at the output ofthe op-amp

i = the S/H or 2X blocks

Therefore, 940ns is the total time tal +ta2 for both blocks to settle within Nbits of accuracy. The
assumption here is not exacdy accurate since while the S/H block is in the hold mode, the 2X block is in

the multiplication mode. The output of the S/H block is connected to the input of 2X block. Therefore, as
the output of the S/H block (the input of the 2X block) is slewing and settling, the 2X block is also slewing

(5.26)

(5.27)

(5.28)
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and settling. Effectively, the total slewing and settling time for the combined two blocks are less than 2

op-amp settling times. For iUustration purpose, the 2 op-amp settling time is used. If

Cs =Cp =2C/ =2Cref ,Ti =t2, XpB i and xFB2 can be approximated by:

tm =—l—sJX (5.30)
1+f 2

^2=—^ =̂ - (5.31)
1 + — —1+ 6 6

Xra2 =3xrai (5.32)

tTotalZtal + ta2~0-7N(XFBi+XFB2) =0.7N(4XFBl) = 2.ZNXFBl (5.33)

For N= 8 and tToud £ 940ns, xrai £ 42ns, corresponding to a closed-loop -3 dB bandwidth of about
3.8Mhz.

From equation (5.32), the time for the 2X block to setde is around -7- of 940ns which is around
4

705ns. Assuming half of the 705ns is for slewing and the other half is for settling, for CL+Cj= 5pF and

4V peak-to-peak swing, the slew rate has to be least 11.36 ^^ and output charging current 71 \xA. The
\is

necessary input transconductance ofthe op-amp Gm would then be approximately Gm = 0.4 mA/volt.

In the rest ofthis section, the chosen op-amp topology and the techniques to reduce the offset and
noise of theamplifier will bepresented.

53.2.1 Basic Op-amp Topology

Before analyzing the op-amp behavior, all the symbols used in the equations are defined below.

A0= <fc open loop gain

Rout - equivalent output resistance

t\-the zero of the transfer function

P\ - the dominant pole of the op-amp

p2= the first non dominant pole

P2= the second non dominant pole

Cue = total capacitance at node X
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g„i = transconductance of transistor i

g0i = output conductance of transistor i

Ct<& =capacitor between gate-drain of transistor i •

Cgsi =capacitor between gate-source of transistor i

Cju =capacitor between drain-bulk of transistor i

CM =capacitor between source-bulk of transistor i

Vvdsati - saturation voltage of transistor i

Vos =gatesource voltage

Vu- - threshold voltage of transistor i

±vt{H)=vu-vti

(T)(f-''>= 2

v , =equivalent input referred noise for transistor i

Kf = Jfc'cfer noise coefficient =3Xl(T12V2pF

Rx = equivalent resistance at node X

A fully differential folded-cascode CMOS amplifier shown in Figure 5.11[15], is chosen because it
can achieve high gain and is simple in topology. The transfer function ofthe folded cascode is

-j£-<W-A*«»A0 j — (5.34)
Pi />2 P3

Where:

Ao =-8miRour (5.35)

*°"=(G,+i+C,) <5-36>
^ (8ol+go4)go6
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Figure 5.11 Fully differential Folded Cascode Amplifier

without common mode feedbackcircuit

G,=

G,= (£088010)
(go 10 +80% + 8mS + 8mbi)

(gol+godigotgoio)
(gm6 +8mb6 +g06>(golO +got +&»8 +«m*g)

, - (fo 10+&>g+&»» +&»»»)

/>! =
1
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_ ., (&>l+&>4 +g06 +&n6 +gm&6)P2

VIA

_ .. (golO + goi+ gmZ + gmbs)
P3 ~
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(5.38)

(5.39)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

(5.44)
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Clb = Cgd6+Cm+CgdS + C^g+ CL

Cue = C,,8+ Cjfrg + Cfjio+C<fl,io

Design procedures for thistypeof op-amp is summarized inTable 5.1.

Table 5.1

Specification Equation

Unity gain frequency

Phase margin FM^f-tan-1^)
2 p2

Slew Rate
2Ci£

Cascode bias current 1^ =A/aX(/s, j(OoVDSAT6vm(PM))

Output swing V out~ Vdd ~ 1^5^74! - 1Vfljarel

V~«tf = VJ5 + 1V^amo 1+ 1VDSAri 1

Total power PWR=(2leaK+Is)(VDD-Vss)

The inputreferred offset voltageis:

(Yos-Vth-D A("r) aA A(f)
I q-2) I '(4-5) L (lo-ii)

A /*\ f*SV̂ ;0-2) ^Y")(4-5) (•£-)(10-ll)
Vos = AVr(1_2) +

The equivalent input referred noise is

v%=2 V21 +V24 £m4
2

+ v210 £ml0
2

1
2

+ v28

» «

1
2

8ml £ml 8mlRA
< J

£ml*C

v2 = 4kTl-L+^L
3 ** VACJ

A/

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)
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Inordertoboostthegain,adoubleNMOSandPMOSinputstagewasused.Thecompletecoreof

theop-ampisshowninFigure5.12.Theperformanceoftheop-ampissummarizedinTable5.2.

VDD

VPl

VP2

yN2

VNi

Vss

lean<S<y<Wr-,lVI

IJ5PJ>LStoge_»|___OutputStage__j

Figure5.12Modifiedfoldedcascodeamplifier

5.3.2.2CommonModeFeedbackCircuit

Thecommonmodefeedback(CMFB)circuitisneededinordertocontrolthecommonmodevoltage
oftheoutputnodes[161.TherearetwotypesofCMFBcircuits:continuous[17]anddynamic[5,18,19].The

differencebetweenthetwotypesisthatthedynamicapproachneedsclocks,whereas,thecontinuousone

doesnot.However,thecontinuousCMFBcircuitisnotverydesirablebecauseitlimitstheoutputswingof
theop-amp.

AsimpledynamicCMFBcircuitcanbeobtainedbyusingonlytwocapacitorsandaCMOSswitch

asshowninFigure5.13.TheoperationoftheCMFBcircuitisasfollows:Duringtheinitializationcycle,
thevoltageacrosscapacitorsareinitializedtotheirrespectivevoltages.Whentheop-ampisintheactive

mode,SIwillbeopenedandthetwocapacitorsCcm\andCqaiwillsensetheoutputcommonmodevol

tage.Ifthecommonmodeoutputvoltageishigher(lower)thantheinitialvoltage,VAwillalsogo

up(down).Asaresult,moreOess)currentwillbedrawnbyMIOandMl1topulldown(up)theoutputcom

monmodevoltage.IfthereisamismatchbetweenComiandCcm*noisefromthesupplylineV^willbe
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injected or coupled to the output nodes through CmirCan and Cttn-CCM2 and appears as adifferential
output voltage. Athigh resolution, the amount ofnoise injected through the supply line may affect the
linearity of the conversion.

Table 52

Op-amp Performance Summary

Gain 65dB

Unity gain frequency 20Mhz

PhaseMargin 63°

Slew rate lLZV/vs

Settling time to 0.1% 335ns

Rout 4.359Mohms

Output Swing ±1.5V

InputCapacitance 1.5pF

Figure 5.14 illustrates amore implicated CMFB circuit in that it consumes more area and power,
however, power supply noise is not aproblem. The basic operation is the same as before. During the ini
tialization, SI and S2 are closed to initialize the voltages at nodes Al and A2. Then, SI and S2 are opened
and S3 is closed. Thus, Can and CCM2 function as output common mode voltage sensors. In order to
cover abroad spectrum ofresolution of A/D converter(ie. from 6up to 12 bits), this CMFB circuit is imple
mented in this 8-bit Algorithmic A/D converter prototype even though the simple CMFB circuit is
sufficient

5.3.2.3 Biasing Circuit

Ahigh swing folded cascode biasing circuit generating the bias voltages V^ and VN2 for NMOS
transistors is shown in Figure 5.15. The basic circuit is similar to the one reported previously[4] with some
modifications. Transistor M2 is designed to be in the linear region by making its aspect ratio larger than
that of Ml. The purpose is to make the VDS of M2 to be alow impedance voltage source and set the VG of
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transistor M3. The resulting VGi can be used to bias the cascode NMOS transistors of the core op-amp.

VDD-

vPl*-

'P2

fN2

Vni*

Vss -

r
T

'CM\

X
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^ M4 J M5

c—ir

.^ M6 .J M7

+kOUT'

-T-Cfi•M2

C—C
M8 M9

—'h-|M10 |M11

L jQuJRutStage_+ CMFBJCircuit,

Figure 5.13 Simple common mode feedback circuit

S1.S2

S3

Figure 5.14 Common mode feedback circuit with better PSSR
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Inorder toguarantee that thetwo bias lines VNl and VN2 track, M4-M7 are added. Transistor M4 forms a

feedback loop from VD6 so that M6 can operate in deep saturation region. Unfortunately, this biasing cir

cuit requires more power and area. The complementary bias circuit isused to generate biasing voltages VPi
and VP2.

mTT J M9 JmioI jMlf Vdd

,_i 1 l^i pi—••
I M31H—ie—> vN2

©I , , JM6

MlJMfeMSjhHt " *
—L j L ]M7, y

'NX

7SS

Figure 5.15 High swing folded cascode biasing circuit

5.3.2.4 Auto-Zero Circuit

At high resolution, offset voltages and charge injection due to op-amp and CMOS switches will

affect the overall linearity ofAlgorithmic A/D converter. In order to reduce these effects, an auto-zero cir

cuit can be added into the op-amp[4,7] asshown in Figure 5.16. This auto-zero circuit can be treated as an

auxiliary op-amp^ with its inputs connected to the outputs of the main op-amp^) to form a feedback

loop. The storing ofthese offset voltages can be carried out during the initialization ofthe block, thus no

extra clock periods are needed to include the auto-zerocircuit

Let VMl be the offset voltage ofthe op-amp. When <j>a, <fo, and & go high, all switches are closed,

and VMl gets amplified by A,, fed back by A2, and eventually an equilibrium is established. The voltage
across node 3 and 4 isstored oncapacitor C„ and isequal to

^3-4 =
1+A

(5.50)

When <(>a and & go low, S1.S2 and S3 will get turned off and inject charges into node 1and 2. The dif

ferential error voltages AVX between these two nodes will also get amplified by Axand stabilized since the

feedback mechanism isstill active. Therefore, the voltage across node 3and 4 will be

-AiWosi + AVJ
V3-4=

1+A
(5.51)
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When $e goes low, S4 and S5 will inject charge into noded 3and 4. TTiis injected charge results in avol
tage across nodes 3and 4.The total voltage difference across nodes 3and 4 oue tothese 3error sources is
given by

"3-4 =
-Aifl^i + AVQ

1 + A,
+ AV%

Across the output nodes ofthe op-amp, the voltage will be equal to

Vota =_Aj 7 . +AV2-r-
1+A2 2Ai

(5.52)

(5.53)

ITiis can be referred back to the input by dividing equation (5.53) by -Alt resulting in an input referred
offset of

V^ =
0^1+ AKi) A2
~tta2—+AV2a:

T
cs ->si!?del 54 node 3 .=.

Cazi

+~— * ~T~ Cv4Z2

55 node 4 =

4>« = S1,S2_|

4» = S3

4>c = S4,S5

Figure 5.16 Op-amp with auto-zero circuit

(5.54)

Therefore, the offset voltage due to op-amp and charge injection at the input nodes are attenuated by

(1 +Aj), and the charge injection due to switch S4 and S5 is reduced by afactor of —. The optimum
A\
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value forA2 turns out to be -L of At or in other words, gm2 is equal to ^ where *ml and *m2 are the
input transconductances of the main and auxiliary op-amps respectively. For an 8-bit resolution A, £1536
(equation (525)) and A2= 153. The offset voltage due to the op-amp and switch charge injection at the
input nodes is 0.65% of the actual value, whereas, those from S4 and S5 is 10% of the initial value. Thus
the charge injection due to S4 and S5 will dominate the offset error. Careful design is needed to ensure
that AV2 is small enough. Figure 5.17 shows how the main and auxiliary op-amps are connected at the
transistor leveL

Ll?Eu!Stage_

Figure 5.17 Complete op-amp with auto-zero circuit

5.3.2.5 Noise Reduction

TTie beauty of the auto-zero circuit described above is that it reduces the noise in the 2X block by a
factor of

8ml
—. Let us assume the equivalent mean square noise at the input of the op-amp be

v^^AkT—Af
8ml

where b=a constant factor

This noise voltage will then get amplified and appear across v^ (see Figure 5.16).

v~2 = 8ml

8m2

2

V 2= 8ml

8m2
AkT-Z-Af

8ml

(5.55)

(5.56)



Letus also assume that the -3dB frequency of the auxiliary circuit isequal to

8 ml
GL.3& =

1 8m2

2n C
/-3dB =

The equivalent noise bandwidth can then beapproximated [15]

- JE . 1 8ml

Substituting/w for A/ inequation (5.27), the mean square noise across node 3and 4 is

vV42=*

• «

8ml

8ml
V J

kT

ca
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(5.57)

(5.58)

(5.59)

(5.60)

When switches S4 and S5 are turned off, this noise issampled onto C„. Referring this noise back to the
2

op-amp inputby dividing equation (5.31) by 8m2

8ml
, we get

v*qjnput —&
8ml

8ml

kT
(5.61)

kT o
Therefore, the — noise on C„ gets attenuated by the same factor as the ratio between •^2-

c 8ml

5.4 Comparator Blocks

Figure 5.18 shows acomparator block. Atthe beginning ofthe conversion ie. when the input signal

is sampled onto the S/H-l block, the comparators are being initialized. The threshold voltages(± Vref

are sampled onto capacitors Cx and C2by closing switches SI, S2,S5,and S6. At theend of theinitializa

tion, S5 and S6 are opened first followed by the opening ofSI,S2 and the closing of S3 and S4. Now the

comparator isready to do the comparison. Atthe beginning ofthe next input sample, the comparators will

again be initialized.

The comparator design isvery simple since the offset voltage of the comparator isnot an issue here.

As long as the comparators make decisions in less than the allowable time slot which is 60ns, any type of

comparator will do the job. Figure 5.19 shows the schematic ofacomparator circuit where the comparator

is realized byasimple regenerative latch[8,10]. The operation of the comparator isas follows:
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OUT

§s

Vref&S-I— ^

T
Vm <ta

Cci

Cci

- sa=j i ii j i

<>5

<ft=S5,S6

<|>5=Sl,S2j
^=S33Tj

Figure 5.18 Comparator Block

VDD

COMPqut

H|M10M9)k/l(M8 M^h

$COMP

'SS

Figure 5.19 Comparator Circuit

OUT

1. When §C0MP is low, the PMOS transistors (M7-M10) are disconnected from the NMOS transistors

(M1-M4) by M6 and M5. During this time, the inputs of the comparator are changing and setding
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which in turns affect the values ofeffective resistors Ml, M4. M7, and MIO.

2. When $COMP goes high, the comparator outputs will go to logic 1or 0depending on the resistances
and capacitances on the drains of M1-M10. To avoid unbalanced parasitic capacitance at the output
nodes duetorouting, twoinverters areadded.

5.5 Digital Circuits

All the necessary digital circuitry has also been integrated into the prototype. Referring back to sec
tion 4.4, the decision bits from comparators are used to decide the current bit, the correction of previous
bits if necessary, and for controlling the reference subtraction circuit switches. Table 5.3 shows how the
comparator outputs are decoded.

Table 53

Decoder Summary

Vm COMPquti COMP0UT2 Ref.Clock Current Bit SELECT

Reset 0 0 CONNECT TO GRND 0 PASS

^ Vref
A

0 1 SUBTRACT Vref 1 PASS

^ "Vref
A

1 0 ADD Vref 1 CORRECTION

"Vref Vref
4 < > 4 1 1 CONNECT TO GRND 0 PASS

The complete digital error correction block is shown in Figure 520. The details of the reference clock
logic schematic isomitted since it is trivial.

5.6 Trim Array

The prototype Am converter actually does not need acapacitor trim array because the capacitor
matching is good up to around 8to 9bits [20,21,22,23,24]. However, in order to verify the calibration
scheme for application where it is necessary, trim arrays for the 2X block capacitors have been integrated
into the prototype. The calibration sequence for this 1-bil/cycle Algorithmic A/D converter is different
from the regular ones[4,25] because both C, and C^ need to be trimmed with respect to C,. As arem
inder, Cs =2C,=2CW. The calibration of these capacitors will be carried out in two different
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procedures.

1.

Qcqmp

in our

REGISTER
A S

HALT
ADDER

Cia Cout

MUX

Oaf

SEL

BITSLICEDIGITAL ERROR CORRECTION

T

Figure 5.20 DigitalError Correction Block

Cref is trimmed to be half ofCs. Refer back to Figure 5.6 (for simplicity asingle ended case is dis

cussed here), initially capacitor Cref is initialized to VREF by closing switches SI, S7, S9, and S12 as

shown in Figure 5.21 (a). The total charge atnode X atthis time will be

Qt =Cref(0 -Vref) (5.61)

Then, switches SI, S9 and S7 are opened; and S5 is closed and avoltage Vref is applied at the input
(node A)as shown inFigure 5.21 (b). The voltage at node X will be

Vy =
£s_
CT

2CREF
fREF

where Ct = Cs+Cref+Ct+CP

(5.62)

UCS* TCref ,Vx will be non-zero. If Cs <2Cref .Vx <0. As aresult the op-amp functioning as
ahigh-gain comparator, will give alogic "0". By trimming the capacitor trim array for Cref .even
tually the output ofthe open-loop op-amp will switch from logic "0" to logic "1". Atthis time, the
value ofCs ~2Cref.
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NodeX Cref NodeX

<b)

Figure 521 Cref Trimming Steps

2. Ct is trimmed to be half of Cs. This calibration scheme can be carried out by applying afull scale
voltage Vref at the input of the converter and doing the conversion cycle as shown in Figure 5.22.
Again by trimming the capacitor trim array for C/f we can find the transition between code

1111...111 and 1111...110(ifQ >C;)or 1111...110and llll...ill (if Cs<Cj).

As a rule of thumb, the number of bits needed for the trim array is roughly equal to N- 8where Nis the
number ofbits (N >9bits). An example ofa3bit trim array[26] is shown in Figure 5.23.

Figure 5.22 C, trimmingstep

5.7 Complete PrototypeLayout

The complete layout prototype of a 1-bil/cycle Algorithmic A/D converter shown in Figure 5.24.
Simulated performance obtained by using a simple behavioral model indicated that the linearity perfor
mance requirements of the prototype should be met The expected differential nonlinearity and integral
nonlinearity error plots are shown in Figure 525 and Figure 5.26 respectively. The A/D converter proto
type performance is summarized in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.23 3-BitTrimmingarray

Figure 5.24 125kHz 8-Bit Algorithmic A/D Converter Layout
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Table 5.4.

A/D Converter Prototype Summary

Resolution 8 bits

Conversion rate 125kHz

DNL 0.238LSB

INL 0.294LSB

Technology 3-llMOSIS

Area 5082 mils2

Power Supplies ±2.5V

Power Dissipation 9.72 mW

Input Capacitance 2pF
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A new improved algorithmic analog-to-digital converter technique has been presented. The proposed
architecture is capable ofresolving 1bit per cycle. The proposed algorithmic A/D converter consists of2

sample and hold blocks, again oftwo block. 2comparators, and some digital circuits. Many limitations of
the conventional algorithmic A/D coverter are solved or reduced by analog as well as digital circuit tech
niques.

1. The loop offset sensitivity is solved by implementing an auto-zeroing circuit which reduces the offset
and charge injection of switches toanegligible level.

2. Atwo-comparator scheme is introduced together with digital error correction circuit so that no high
precision comparator is needed.

3. Afully differential architecture is used through out the design to improve the power supply rejection
ratio andcharge injection error from switches.

4. With the addition ofauto-zero circuit the ~- noise ofthe op-amp isalso reduced.

An 8-bit 125Khz algorithmic A/D converter prototype of the proposed architecture has been

designed, laid-out in 3-um CMOS process and fabricated through MOSIS. The prototype has differential
linearity error of 0.238 LSB and integral linearity of 0.294 LSB. The total area which includes both analog
and digital circuits of theprototype is5082 mils2.
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